The determinacy of lightface ∆ 1 2n+2 and boldface Π 1 2n+1 sets implies the existence of an (ω, ω 1 )-iterable M # 2n+1 .
Introduction
We prove the following theorem on the equivalence of determinacy principles and the existence of an iterable mouse with an odd number of Woodin cardinals: The new ingredient in this paper is the direction 2 ⇒ 3 for n > 0. The proof of 3 ⇒ 1 appears in [8, 9] ; 1 ⇒ 2 appears in [10] ; 2 ⇒ 3 for n = 0 appears in [12] .
In the proof of 2 ⇒ 3 for n = 0 in [12] , the key idea of producing an iterable M # 1 is the "bad sequence argument": If (T i : i < ω) is a stack of iteration trees on N according to an iteration strategy, N i is the last model of T i and α ∈ N i for any i, then for all but finitely i, π
T i exists and π T i (α) = α. In practice, we take α to be the Gödel code of (u 1 , . . . , u m ) for any finite m in order to get proper class models whose iteration strategies respect (u 1 , . . . , u m ), and finally by varying m, the pseudo-comparison of these proper class models leads to an iterable mouse with a sharp on top of a Woodin cardinal.
This paper generalizes the "bad sequence argument" to the higher levels in the projective hierarchy. The main obstacle was the following: Say n = 1. The set of reals coding countable initial segments of L has complexity Π 1 3
We say that a Π 1 3 -iterable x-mouse P is full iff for any Π 1 3 -iterable P-mouse R, R can be regarded as an x-mouse, i.e., for any ρ < o(P), for any A ⊆ ρ, A ∈ P iff A ∈ R. Equivalently, P is full iff M 2 (P) does not contain bounded subsets of o(P) that are not in P. If P is full, then P 
2 such that for any x ∈ R,
Fixing n, µ n is the higher level analog of the L = DEF x∈R L[x]-measure ν n on (ω 1 ) n , where A ∈ ν n iff for some x ∈ R, A contains all the increasing n-tuples of countable x-indiscernibles. For the reader familiar with [16] , µ n can be taken as the L[T 3 ]-measure arising from the level-3 tree Y n so that ∅ Yn = u n + ω.
The bad sequence argument
We prove 2 ⇒ 3 in Theorem 1.1 for n = 1. The general case makes no essential difference based on [16] . Definition 2.1. A premouse P is suitable iff there is δ ∈ P such that
2. P satisfies the following.
(a) δ is Woodin.
The partial iteration strategy guided by 2-small mice is the partial strategy Σ so that
(c) ∀η < δ P|δ is (η, η)-iterable according to the partial iteration strategy guided by 2-small mice.
If P is suitable, δ P denotes its Woodin, and P − = P|δ P . If P is also countable, P itself can be regarded as a full Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse. In fact, a countable premouse P is suitable iff P satisfies the first order property in Clause 2 in Definition 2.1 and P is full. If P is another Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse, P can also be regarded as a ∅-premouse, and we have P P iff P is full. 
is the transitive collapse of Hull P ω , the P-definable points where P is regarded as a ∅-premouse, then H (regarded as a ∅-premouse) is an initial segment of P|ω
Definition 2.5. Suppose P is suitable. P is short-tree-iterable iff for any putative short tree T on P, for any Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse P, letting T be T construed as a putative tree on P,
2. If lh(T ) is limit, T is short, then T has a cofinal branch b such that
Proof. Suppose not. There is then a putative short tree T on P and a Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse P such that either
The existence of a P-bad pair (T , P) is Σ 1 4 in the code of P. By Steel [11] ,
V for any real z. Hence, a bad pair can be found in M 2 (P)
Coll(ω,P) . Working in M 2 (P), take a countable elementary substructure N ≺ M 2 (P)|η, where η is the successor of o(P) in M 2 (P). H is the transitive collapse of N , which is by Lemma 2.3 an initial segment of P. Let Q be the image of P under the transitive collapsing map. Take g ∈ P which is generic over H for Coll(ω, Q). , is also seen as a Q-bad pair in P. However, Q ⊳ P and Q is (ω 1 , ω 1 )-iterable in P by suitability. Contradiction! If P is suitable and T is a short tree on P such that π T exists, we can define an order preserving function
as follows: If P ′ is a Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse, let f T (P ′ ) be the last model of T construed as a tree on P ′ , and define
g T is well-defined: Suppose P ′ P − = P ′′ P − and suppose without loss of generality that P ′′ is a nondropping iterate of P ′ via U above P − . We would like to show that f
. On the one hand, the tree P ′ -to-f (P ′ ) is copied to the tree P ′′ -to-f (P ′′ ) according to π U (both trees are just T construed on different models), so π U induces a copying map from
On the other hand, we can copy U to a tree on f (P ′ ) according to the iteration map from P ′ to f (P ′′ ), leading to an iteration tree V on f (P ′ ) with last model Q so that π V exists. Note that U is above P − while T is based on P − . The technique in [15, Lemma 3.2] enables us to define a map from f (P ′′ ) to Q, giving that f
. A similar argument shows that g T is order preserving.
Corollary 2.7. Suppose P is suitable and T is a short tree on P with last model Q such that π T exists. Then Q is suitable.
Proof. All the first-order-in-P properties in Definition 2.1 are preserved by elementarity. We need to show fullness. For any P ′ , a full Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse, P ′ |= o(P) = (δ P ) + , and hence by elementarity, f
Definition 2.8. Let P be suitable. Q is called a pseudo-normal-iterate of P iff Q is suitable and there is a normal tree T on P such that either Q is the last model of
is called a finite full stack on P iff P 0 = P and for each i, P i+1 is a pseudo-normal-iterate of P i witnessed by T i .
Definition 2.10. Suppose P is countable and suitable, α < β < δ 1 3 , and α < N P − β,∞ . Then β) for µ n -a.e. (α, β) . β) for µ n -a.e. (α, β) . Suppose T is a normal iteration tree on P and b is a cofinal branch of
By Theorem 1.3, define (P
n . P is n-iterable iff for any finite full stack ((
By Theorem 1.3, for any countable suitable P, we must have
Lemma 2.11. Let n < ω. Then there is a countable, n-iterable suitable mouse.
Proof. Otherwise, there is ((T i : i < ω), (P i : i < ω)) such that P 0 = P is suitable, T i is a normal tree on P i , but for infinitely many i, there is no cofinal branch b i through T i that respects (·)
Thus, for infinitely many i, there is no cofinal branch b i through T i that respects (α, β). We call ( T , P) an (α, β)-bad sequence based on P.
Let P be a Π 1 3 -iterable P − -mouse and η ∈ P so that P P − = β and π P − P ,∞ (η) = α. By Theorem 1.2, the statement "There is an (π
is Σ 1 4 in the code of P and absolute between transitive models closed under the M # 1 -operator. It is a true statement in V , so by absoluteness, true M 2 ( P)
Coll(ω, P ) as well. By our choice of β, P is full, so M 2 ( P) can be regarded as an ∅-premouse and o( P) is a cardinal and cutpoint in M 2 ( P). As in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we get H ⊳ P and g ∈ P generic over H, {Q, Q, U, ξ} ∈ H[g] so that
P, we have (ᾱ,β) ∈ P so that P |="( U, Q) is an (ᾱ,β)-bad sequence and Q DJ(Q − ) =β, π
For the rest of this proof, we work in P. Pick Q i and ξ i ∈ Q i so that
2. U i is U i construed as an iteration tree on R i ; 3. b i is the cofinal branch of U i chosen by the internal strategy of P;
is the comparison of (S i , Q i ) and R i is the last model of W i .
, we can inductively see that for each i, S i DJ(Q − i ) ≥β, the main branch of W i does not drop, and
is according to the internal strategy of P. So for some m < ω, we have for any i > m, π
exists and π V i exists. The map π
). So we must have some m < m ′ < ω so that for any i > m ′ , π
. In other words, for any i > m ′ , b i respects (ᾱ,β), contradicting to the assumption that ( U, Q) is an (ᾱ,β)-bad sequence.
By Lemma 2.11, we can find (P n : n < ω) where P n is a countable, n-iterable suitable premouse. The pseudo-comparison leads to countable iteration trees (T n : n < ω) and a suitable Q so that T n is an iteration tree on P n with last model Q. Q is then n-iterable for any n < ω. The usual limit branching argument (cf. [12, Lemma 4.12] ) gives an (ω, ω 1 )-iteration strategy for Q: For instance, suppose T is a normal tree on Q − with pseudonormal-iterate R. Let . Also by definition of suitability, whenever U is according to Γ based on Q − but the main branch of U drops, the last model of U is Π 
